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Project Summary

One of the strategic direction in modern material science is creation and investigation of functionally graded materials.
Functionally graded materials (FGM) are composites or single-phase materials, whose functional properties change uniformly or
abruptly at least in one dimension. A change in the properties of an FGM is associated with a corresponding variation of the
chemical composition or physical structure of the material
FGMs are an innovative and attractive class of materials. FGMs can be designed for specific functions and applications. 
The goal of the project is development of technology for creation of new type functionally graded polymeric materials with
predetermined distribution of gradient birefringence. On the basis these materials the competitive optical elements will be
developed and obtained.
The scientific base for the project is the concept about new structural state of the thermoplastic polymers proposed by us for the
first time. We developed principally new method of structural modification of thermoplastic polymers, we established the term –
gradient of relative elongation and set up concept about new physical characteristic of linear polymers - gradually oriented
state. This state indicates the unused resources having in the polymer nature. In accordance with this concept by mean of
transition the isotropic polymers in gradually oriented state it may be created in the polymer body the gradient of all properties,
which are depended on the orientation degree. These properties are: optical, electrical, magnetic, acoustic, thermal,
mechanical, sorption, etc. 
The transition of the isotropic polymer in a gradually oriented state is realized by stretching the sample in the gradient mode.
The essential characteristics of a gradually oriented state are a range of change and the profile of distribution of relative
elongation in the oriented sample.
We developed the mathematical model of uniaxial stretch of polymer films. On the base of this model the configuration of
inhomogeneous mechanical field is determined which provides the desired distribution of relative elongation in the polymer
films (linear, hyperbolic, parabolic, logarithmic, sinusoidal, etc.). It is manufactured and patented the appropriate equipment for
uniaxial gradient stretching.
The method of gradient orientation provides an opportunity to set a new type functionally graded materials on the basis of the
individual polymers or polymer blends and composites in which polymer is matrix for metal, ceramics or pores.
In present project the following optical elements will be produced:
1. Pseudodepolarizers. Transformation of a polarized laser beam into a true unpolarized one is an extremely difficult task and
practically simple and effective enough methods of depolarization do not exist. In some cases (spectrophotometry, polarization
holography, etc.) even insignificant polarization of light can be serious disturbance. Pseudodepolarization is achieved by a set of
a big number of various forms of polarization and does not differ from true unpolarized light for practical purposes. On the basis
of GB-materials cheap and compact models of pseudodepolarizers of laser beams will be developed and created for a wide
spectral range. 
2. Phase wave-plates and compensators. The change of a form of polarization of light beams by a predetermined way is an
important practical task. Different phase plates (half-wave, quarter-wave plates, etc.) and compensators are used for this.
Basically such plates are chromatic, working in a narrow range of wavelengths. There are also achromatic phase plates, working
in a comparatively wide spectral range, but such plates are expensive and their aperture is small. Cheap, high-transmission
achromatic phase plates and compensators of a new type with a large aperture will be created on the basis of obtained
materials. 
3. Highly effective reflective GB(Gradient Birefringence)-materials with any predetermined set of distribution of GB will be



developed and reflective GB-elements will be created on their basis. 
4. The technology of obtaining diffraction birefringent elements of a diffraction lattice type of an anisotropic structure will be
developed with a different distribution of GB (sinusoidal, parabolic, etc.), with high diffraction efficiency, working in an expanded
spectral range from near ultraviolet up to infra-red. Such elements can find application in polarimetry, astrophysics, for tasks of
remote sensing and object recognition, etc. 
5. The high-effective GD(Gradient Dichroism)-materials with any predefined distribution of GD will be developed and GD-
elements with radial and tangential distribution of dichroism will be created on their basis. The models with radial and tangential
distribution of dichroism can be used for vignetting of light beams, and also models with tangential distribution of dichroism can
be used for simple determination of an azimuth of linearly or elliptically polarized light.
The practical realization of the investigations results demands simple technology and available initial substances and therefore
it is really solved task.


